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Understanding
Spiritual Care Interventions
1. Farlex Partner Medical Dictionary © Farlex 2012:
“An action or ministration that produces an eﬀect or is intended to alter the course of
a pathologic process.”
2. Segen's Medical Dictionary. © 2012:
“Anything meant to change the course of events for a person: surgery, a drug, a test,
a treatment, counseling, providing informational pamphlets.”
3. Public health:
“An act or procedure capable of reducing injury or improving health.”
4. Dorland's Medical Dictionary for Health Consumers. © 2007:
“The act or fact of interfering so as to modify.”
5. “Any measure whose purpose is to improve health or alter the course of disease.”

Types of
Spiritual Care Interventions

•Training Courses
•Training Course Material
•Spiritual Screening
•Spiritual History Taking
•Spiritual Assessment
•Communication Tools
•Leadership Models
•Patient Courses
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Barriers:
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•

Lack of time

•

Lack of training

•

Lack of language

•

Fear of crossing professional boundaries

•

Lack of selv reflection
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
I would feel comfortable discussing a patient’s/relative’s religious/spiritual concerns
if the patient/relative brought them up.
Yes
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Abstract: Modern healthcare research has only in recent years investigated the impact of health care
workers’ religious and other moral values on medical practice, interaction with patients, and ethically
complex decision-making. Thus far, no international data exist on the way such values vary across
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Danish Physicians

US Physicians

German physicians

Danish Physicians

US Physicians

German physicians

When religious/spiritual issues come up in discussions with patients/
relatives, how often do you respond in the following ways?
I respectfully share my own religious ideas and experiences.
Never

Overall, do you think the amount of time you spend addressing
religious/spiritual issues is:
The right amount

n=186

n=186
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US Physicians
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Three Levels of Clinical Inquiry
about Spirituality and Religion
Level of
Inquiry

Context

Length

Mode

Spiritual
screening

Initial contact

Very brief Questions

Spiritual
historytaking

Initial contact
and periodic
Brief
reassessment

Questions

3 Actions:
1.

Refer for spiritual
assessment re: possible
RS struggle.

Examples

2.

Spiritual care requested,
make referral.

Fitchett
and Risk

3.

No action: no indication
of RS struggle, no
interest in spiritual care.

Stoll
FICA
HOPE

Conceptual
Initial contact
Pruyser
Spiritual
framework
and on-going Extensive
7x7
assessment
for
reassessment
Brun
interpretation

Fitchett & Risk, 2009
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FICA: Personal Spiritual Assessment Tool
The acronym FICA can help structure questions in taking a personal spiritual
history.

Original Article

Evaluation of the FICA Tool for Spiritual
Assessment
Tami Borneman, RN, MSN, CNS, FPCN, Betty Ferrell, RN, PhD, MA, FAAN, FPCN,
and Christina M. Puchalski, MD, MS, FACP
Division of Nursing Research and Education (T.B., B.F.), Department of Population Sciences,
City of Hope, Duarte, California; and The George Washington Institute for Spirituality and Health
(C.M.P.), School of Medicine (C.M.P.), and School of Public Health (C.M.P.), The George Washington
University, Washington, DC, USA

F –Faith, Belief, Meaning
Do I have a spiritual belief that helps me cope with stress? With illness? What
gives my life meaning?
I –Importance and Influence
Is this belief important to me? Does it influence how I think about my health and
illness: Does it influence my healthcare decisions?
C –Community
Do I belong to a spiritual community (church, temple, mosque or other group)? Am
I happy there? Do I need to do more with the community? Do I need to search for
another community? If I don’t have a community, would it help me if I found one?

Abstract
Context. The National Consensus Project for Quality Palliative Care includes
spiritual care as one of the eight clinical practice domains. There are very few
standardized spirituality history tools.
Objectives. The purpose of this pilot study was to test the feasibility for the
Faith, Importance and Influence, Community, and Address (FICA) Spiritual
History Tool in clinical settings. Correlates between the FICA qualitative data and
quality of life (QOL) quantitative data also were examined to provide additional
insight into spiritual concerns.
Methods. The framework of the FICA tool includes Faith or belief, Importance of
spirituality, individual’s spiritual Community, and interventions to Address spiritual
needs. Patients with solid tumors were recruited from ambulatory clinics of
17
a comprehensive cancer center. Items assessing aspects of spirituality within the
Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy QOL tools were used, and all patients
were assessed using the FICA. The sample (n ¼ 76) had a mean age of 57, and
almost half were of diverse religions.
Results. Most patients rated faith or belief as very important in their lives (mean
8.4; 0e10 scale). FICA quantitative ratings and qualitative comments were closely
correlated with items from the QOL tools assessing aspects of spirituality.
Conclusion. Findings suggest that the FICA tool is a feasible tool for clinical
assessment of spirituality. Addressing spiritual needs and concerns in clinical
settings is critical in enhancing QOL. Additional use and evaluation by clinicians
of the FICA Spiritual Assessment Tool in usual practice settings are
needed. J Pain Symptom Manage 2010;40:163e173. ! 2010 U.S. Cancer Pain
Relief Committee. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
SPIR%Dansk%
!

Key Words Spiritualitet: Spirituelle, religiøse og eksistentielle overbevisninger
Spiritual care,Plads:
FICADen
assessment
tool, clinical evaluation
plads og indflydelse, disse overbevisninger indtager i en patients liv
Integration: Mulig integration i et åndeligt, religiøst, kirkeligt fællesskab?
Rolle: Den sundhedsprofessionelles rolle: Hvordan ønsker patienten, at den
sundhedsprofessionelle skal håndtere patientens spirituelle overvejelser og problemstillinger?
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S:!Betragter!du!dig!i!videste!forstand!som!et!troende!(religiøse!/!åndeligt)!menneske?!!
Hvem!eller!hvad!håber!du!på?!Hvor!henter!du!styrke?!!
Er!der!noget,!der!giver!dit!liv!mening?!Hvilke!overbevisninger!er!vigtige!for!dig?!!
!
P:!Er!de!overbevisninger,!du!har!talt!om,!vigtige!i!dit!liv?!!

Hvilken!indflydelse!har!de!på,!hvordan!du!omgås!med!dig!selv!og!hvor!opmærksom!du!er!på!dit!
helbred?!!
Hvordan!har!dine!åndelige!overbevisninger!påvirket!din!væremåde!under!denne!sygdom?!!
Hvilken!rolle!spiller!din!tro!i!forhold!til!at!blive!rask!igen?!!
!
I:%Tilhører!du!et!en!åndeligt!eller!religiøst!fællesskab!(menighed,!kirke,!åndelig!gruppe)?!
Udgør!det!en!støtte!for!dig?!På!hvilken!måde?!!
Er!der!en!person!eller!gruppe!af!personer,!som!virkelig!betyder!meget!for!dig?!!
!
R:%Hvordan!skal!jeg!som!din!læge!(sundhedsperson)!håndtere!disse!spørgsmål?!!
Hvem!er!din!vigtigste!samtalepartner!hvad!angår!åndelige!overbevisninger?!!
Hvilken!rolle!skal!disse!overbevisninger!spille!i!den!sundhedsfaglige!behandling?!!
Åndelige!overbevisninger!og!spørgsmål!er!et!vigtigt!felt!i!forhold!til!sygdom!og!sundhed.!Føler!du,!
at!vi!har!talt!om!din!tro,!som!du!ønsker!det?!Er!der!noget,!du!vil!tilføje?!

A –Address/Action in Care
What should be my action plan? What changes do I need to make? Are there
spiritual practices I want to develop? Would it help for me to see a chaplain,
spiritual director or pastoral counselor?

Christina Pulchalski has developed an acronym, FICA, which can be used in performing a spiritual assessment.
(Puchalski C, Romer AL. Journal of Palliative Medicine. 3(1): 129-137, 2000.)

The 7 x 7 Model for
Spiritual Assessment
Holistic Assessment
Medical
Psychological
Family Systems
PsychoSocial
Ethnic, Racial, or Cultural
Social Issues
Spiritual

Spiritual Assessment
Belief and Meaning
Vocation and Obligations
Experience and Emotions
Doubt (Courage) and Growth
Ritual and Practice
Community
Authority and Guidance

Published in 1993, Augsburg Press
Reprinted 2002, Available from Academic Renewal Press, Lima, Ohio
www.arpress, 1-800-537-1030
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Table 1. Second Delphi round with the final themes, questions and level of endorsement.
Included items

Downloaded by [83.75.250.46] at 06:19 11 August 2017

EMAP—existential communication in general practice
This tool contains examples of themes, questions and sub-questions that might be addressed in a 30-min consultation during
which the GP focuses on dialoguing about existential problems and resources with a patient. The GP invites a patient who,
according to the GP, could benefit from such a dialogue. During the initial invitation, it might be useful to prepare the
patient for the consultation by informing the patient about its focus on existential illness aspects.

Agreement (!75%)
among respondents
(n ¼ 14) n (%)
13 (93)

INTRODUCTION
I am very glad that you have agreed to participate in this conversation with me, so that we can see if we can identify
something that I can help you with as your GP.

13 (93)

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PATIENT’S PROBLEMS (e.g. anxiety, anger, distress, hopelessness)
How are you? If the patient diverts away from the question or is only referring to physical symptoms, try to prompt him/her
with the following questions:
# What does it feel like to be you at the moment?
# What thoughts/concerns/worries fill your mind right now?
# Are you able to find peace of mind?
# Having a serious illness may give rise to thoughts about an uncertain future, about whether one will get well again or
why one has a serious illness (why me?). Have you had such thoughts?
# Some people may experience feelings of anger (e.g. toward their physicians, their spouse and/or God), hopelessness or
powerlessness. Is that something that you can recognize?
# Are there any feelings that are particularly difficult for you to cope with? (e.g. self-reproach/sense of guilt/hopelessness).
# Do you hope to return to or be able to perform previous everyday life activities?
# Do you hope you could be more at peace and obtain a greater inner strength?
# Do you have any particular hopes for the future? (If the patient cannot be cured, the question should focus on setting
achievable goals for the future).

13 (93)
13 (93)
12
13
12
13

(86)
(93)
(86)
(93)

14 (100)
14 (100)
13 (93)
12 (86)
14 (100)

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PATIENT’S RESOURCES
# Do you have something or somebody in your daily life that can support you?
# What does this support help you achieve/feel? (e.g. meaning, comfort, courage, hope, care)
# In the past, what has helped you through difficult times?
# Do you think that this might help you in the situation that you are in right now?
# For some people belief in something or somebody provides a sense of meaning and peace of mind—do you feel the
same way? If yes:
# Are there any activities that you can think of that give you peace of mind? (e.g. mindfulness, meditation, nature outings,
physical activity, hobbies, prayer, attending church, reading of holy texts, etc.).

14 (100)
14 (100)
13 (93)
14 (100)
14 (100)
14 (100)

CONCLUSION AND ACTION PLAN
# What do you think might help you in your current situation?
# Are there any things that you can think of I can do to support you as your GP?
# Would it be helpful to you if you could talk with somebody else (a psychologist, social worker, chaplain, imam)?
# Would you like me to help you establish contact with e.g. a psychologist/chaplain/imam/social worker/patient
organization?
# Would you like to discuss these matters with me again at a future date?

14 (100)
13 (93)
14 (100)
14 (100)
14 (100)

existential distress was suggested together with questions identifying patient resources. GPs suggested that
support from patient organizations and social workers
be added to the listing of possible resources presented
in Table 1. Patients suggested that nature outings and
hobbies be added to the list of possible resources and
that the list should include more resources of a spiritual than religious nature.
Recommended use. Both GPs and patients recommended that the tool is used as a guide and source of
inspiration and not as ‘yet another’ checklist. Patients
stressed that the tool should primarily serve to assist
the GP in seeing and listening to the patient.

14 (100)

Plissit-model

A detailed overview of the results of the expert meetings is provided in Box 1. Regarding the overall intention of the tool, the experts agreed that it should
facilitate GP–patient communication to empower

CONTRACT
I would like to help and support you during your course of illness. Therefore I would like to hear more
about how you are doing and whether there is something that I as your doctor might help you with. Is
it okay with you that we talk about this?
IINFLUENCE (PSYCHO-EXISTENTIAL)
How are you? (e.g. do you have feelings of sorrow/anger/
anxaiety/despair/bitterness/insecurity/loneliness/abandonment/sense of guilt/selfreproach/strength/harmony/gratitude)
What would you like to talk more about?
SPIRITUAL RESOURCES
For some people believing in something or somebody provides peace of mind – is this the case with
you as well? If yes: What kind of spiritual or religious practice might give you peace of mind? (e.g.
prayer/meditation/mindfulness/reading of holy texts/church attendance/listening to music/being in the
nature, etc.).
AIMS AND WISHES
Is there something that you would in particular like to achieve?
How can I help you achieve this, do you think?
CONCLUSION
Would you like to talk more with me about these issues in a later consultation?

14 (100)

patients toward awareness of existential problems and
resources, facilitating action plans with the GP as a
resource of support.
Regarding recommended structure and content, the
experts agreed that the tool should serve as a semistructured tool containing suggestions for existential
themes concretized through open-ended questions.
The experts suggested that the first theme should
address the self-reported existential influence of the illness on the patient followed by another overall theme
focusing on patient resources, values and strengths.
Furthermore, it was considered important to thematize
the patient’s goals, wishes and hopes for the future
and to clarify whether the patient needs help for
achieving this.

Sexual problems in cancer treatment
Expert meetings

Development of continuous education courses and
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Spiritual problems in cancer treatment
Plissit-model

Delphi survey
A response rate of 100% was obtained in both rounds.
In the first round, 17 out of the 24 items under the

P

• Permission

P

• Permission

Li

•LImited information

Li

•LImited information

SS

•Specifik Suggestions

SS

•Specifik Suggestions

IT

•Intensive Therapy

IT

•Intensive Therapy

Annon JS. The PLISSIT model: a proposed conceptual scheme for the behavioral
treatment of sexual problems. Journal of sex education and therapy. 1976;2(1):1-15.

Annon JS. The PLISSIT model: a proposed conceptual scheme for the behavioral
treatment of sexual problems. Journal of sex education and therapy. 1976;2(1):1-15.

PLISSIT Level One: Permission

“…What you are doing is not
wrong or unusual.”

PLISSIT Level Two: Limited
Information
“…It is not at all uncommon for
men and women in their 60s and
70s to have sexual intercourse on
a regular basis.”

Annon JS
J Sex Ed & Ther. 1976

Annon JS
J Sex Ed & Ther. 1976

Annon JS. J Sex Ed & Ther. 1976.

Annon JS. J Sex Ed & Ther. 1976.

PLISSIT Level Three:
Specific Suggestions

PLISSIT Level Four: Intensive
Therapy

“…Today there are a number of
effective ways to treat erectile
dysfunction that you might want
to consider.”

“…I would like to refer you to
someone else who I believe is
better qualified to help you solve
this problem.”

Annon JS
J Sex Ed & Ther. 1976
Annon JS. J Sex Ed & Ther. 1976.

Annon JS
J Sex Ed & Ther. 1976
Annon JS. J Sex Ed & Ther. 1976.

Sexual problems in cancer

Existential problems in cancer
Plissit-modellen

Plissit-modellen

P

•

Li

• LImited information: Afgrænset Info

Permission: Tilladelse

P

•

Li

• LImited information: Afgrænset Info

SS

• Specifik Suggestions: Konkrete Forslag

SS
IT

• Specifik Suggestions: Konkrete Forslag

IT

• Intensive Therapy: Intensiv Terapi

Permission: Tilladelse

• Intensive Therapy: Intensiv Terapi
Annon JS. The PLISSIT model: a proposed conceptual scheme for the behavioral
treatment of sexual problems. Journal of sex education and therapy. 1976;2(1):1-15.
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Spirituality in the work place

Spirituality in the work place
the whole person in community
• Nurturing
Sheep M. Nurturing the Whole Person: The Ethics

spirituality in the workplace
• Advancing
Benefiel M, Fry LW, Geigle D. Spirituality and

•

religion in the workplace: History, theory, and
research. Psycholog Relig Spiritual. 2014;6(3):175
Spiritual Leadership
Fry LW, Slocum JW. Maximizing the Triple Bottom
Line through Spiritual Leadership. Organizational
Dynamics. 2008;37(1):86-96

•

•

of Workplace Spirituality in a Society of
Organizations. Journal of Business Ethics.
2006;66(4):357-75
Communal responsibility in crisis
Schrøder K. The buddy study – a peer support
programme for healthcare professionals after
adverse events [Post-Doc]. Hvidt NC, Brixen K,
Stener Jørgensen J, advisors. Odense: Clinical
Institute, Obstetric Dept. D / Oncololgy Dept R,
OUH / Unit of General Practice, University of
Southern Denmark; 2017-.

